DUAL ADJUSTABLE PULLEY

CONSOLE

This touch-screen console offers more than 60 video
demonstrations. The easy-to-follow videos show exercisers
how to set up the machine and perform dozens of exercises,
making the Dual Adjustable Pulley even more valuable for
people of all fitness levels. This first-ever product creates a
sense of excitement that attracts people to your environment.
The console demonstrates that your facility embraces new
technology and allows anyone—from front desk staff to
generalists on the floor— to assist an exerciser with the DAP.

PERFORMANCE FEATURES
MORE APPROACHABLE
The innovative touch screen design makes it easy
for anyone to get a challenging workout. By showing
exercisers exactly how to set the machine and perform
the exercises, people can find new moves that will
help them achieve better results.
STRENGTH FOR EVERYONE

> Compatible with all Signature Series Cable Motion Dual Adjustable
Pulley machines—a great addition to units already in facilities

> Decreases potential intimidation by offering instruction on 		
using the machine

> Offers confidence that the exercises are being 			
performed correctly

> Exercisers can keep discovering new moves as they progress
TWO MOUNTING OPTIONS
The Console can be mounted directly on the DAP by Life Fitness
installers. Alternately, facilities can have it mounted on a wall
convenient to the machine*.
*Brackets are included for wall mounting, but customers are responsible
for installation. Life Fitness installers will only mount consoles on units.

PERSONAL TRAINERS’ SECRET ASSET

> Viewing the large number of exercises available, people are more
likely to seek the guidance of a trainer

> More difficult exercises can be accessed in a “trainers only” area 		
to offer clients increasingly challenging workouts
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